32st SEREMBAN HALF MARATHON 2019
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LEGIBILITY
Seremban Half Marathon is open to all Malaysian citizens who holds a valid
Malaysian IC and international runners with valid passport. BUT price money is limited to
MALAYSIANS only. International runners are eligible to receive finisher medals, certificate and t
shirts.

REGISTRATION
1. All participants must submit their entries and payment online through the website below:
http://www.racexasia.com/
2. For schools categories ( L and P) and Special Categories registration is done manually.
3. The Organizer reserves the right to limit, accept or reject any entries without prior notice and
reasons.
4. The Organizer reserves the right to close entries before deadline without any notice or when
the quota of a race / start is full.
5. The Organizer shall not be responsible for any disputes arising from incomplete entry detail.
6. All entries are based on a first-come first-serve basis unless otherwise stated.
7. No refund will be made for wrongful or multiple registration. No multiple entry per participant.
8. Age qualification is taken on 31 December 2019
REGISTARTION CLOSING DATE:
1. School categories: 17.5.2019
2. Open Categories: 8.6.2019 at 11.59pm
RACE KIT COLLECTION
Participants must bring along the proof of registration. Provide letter of authority if representative
collect on behalf of the participants. Change of t shirt size is strictly not allowed.
1. KUALA LUMPUR
a. Date: 30.6.2019 (Sunday)
b. Time: 11.00 am – 5.00 pm
c. Venue: Brooks outlet, MyTown Cheras, Kuala Lumpur
2. SEREMBAN
a. Day 1
i. Date: 5.7.2019 (Friday)
ii. Time: 3.00 pm – 8.00 pm
iii. Venue: 23 & 24G, Jalan Forest Heights, Precinct 1, Forest Heights,
Seremban
b. Day 2
i. Date: 6.7.2019 (Friday)
ii. Time: 11.00 am – 5.00 pm
iii. Venue: 23 & 24G, Jalan Forest Heights, Precinct 1, Forest Heights,
Seremban
LIABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
1. It is compulsory for the participants to display their race number at all time during the race.
Failure to comply will result in the participants' disqualification from the race.
2. All runners are encouraged to wear SEREMBAN HALF MARATHON 2019 “Prime” event t-shirt
during the race.
3. Officials reserve the right to prevent a participant's continuation in the race should they fail to
comply with the rules and regulations.
4. Participants must assemble at starting point at least 30 minutes before the commencement of
each event. Participants who do not start within 15 minutes from respective flag off will be
disqualified and for safety reasons may not be allowed to start.

5. The “Gun Time” shall be considered to determine the winners for all categories.
6. Participants must run on the designated path for the entire route. Failure to do so will result in
disqualification. They must pass through the electronic mat at start, check points and end of
race.
7. No pets or any form of wheel-run objects of transport e.g. inline skates, prams, push cars, shoes
with built-in or attached rollers are allowed on the course other than official race and medical
vehicles.
8. The race route on the event day will be partially closed to traffic and road closure will be lifted
immediately after the final published cut-off time. Sweeper vehicles will be mobilized to pick up
participants onwards. Participants are encouraged to board the sweeper vehicles. We will not be
responsible over runners who refuse to do so.
9. By participating, the participant is assume to be fit and able to participate and/or complete race
and where applicable, had consulted his/her medical practitioner. Participants with cardiological
history are advised to consult your doctor prior to registration.
10. Whilst every reasonable precaution will be taken by the Organizers to ensure participants'
safety, participants partake in this event at their own risks and the Organizers, their sponsors
and their appointed officials shall not be liable for any death or injury, loss or damage, suffered
or otherwise and howsoever arising.
11. The Organizers' reserve the right to remove any participant deemed physically incapable of
continuing with the race to prevent him/her from causing greater harm and injury to himself /
herself.
12. A participant must retire from the race immediately, if instructed to do so by any member of
marshal, medical personnel, race officials from Persatuan Olahraga Negeri Sembilan, referee,
Event Director and/or any official authorised by the Organizer, failing which his/her bib number
will be recorded and he/she will be removed from the race, from this point onwards he/she will
be continuing independently of the event and at his/her own risk.
13. The Organizers reserve the right to delay the commencement of the race in the event of
inclement weather or any form of acts of God. Should the mentioned persist after the delay,
deemed to be unsafe or impossible to proceed, the Organizers reserve the right to cancel the
race without any refunds of fees or donations paid unless the Organizers have considerations to
give a refund and The Organizers shall not be held liable for any loss or inconvenience caused.
14. The Organizers reserve the right to amend the Rules and Regulations without giving prior
notification or any reasons thereof.
15. The Organizers reserve the right to change the event date or venue at their own discretion.
16. The Organizer reserves the right to use any photographs (including those of participants),
motion pictures, recordings, or any other record of this event for any legitimate purpose,
including commercial advertising.
17. Prize winners must report to the designated area or prize giving counter. In the event potential
winner fails to register within 15 minutes after crossing finishing line, the Organizer has sole and
absolute discretion to forfeit the winning prize
18. Identification proof such as ID card is required for all claims of winner's cash prizes.
19. The organizers would not be held responsible for any losses or claim due to the postponing,
cancelling or changing of event venue due to unforeseen circumstances, natural disaster or any
pertaining causes occurred before, during and after the competition.

